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Introduction
In the past two years, Google updates have caused some to complain
that the market-leading search engine favors content from large brands
over small businesses. Proponents of this argument have offered limited
keyword data that seems to show content from prominent brands
appearing on the first page suddenly sometime in 2009. In response, one
of Google’s top engineers has gone on record saying “inside of Google,
at least within the search ranking team, we don’t really think about
brands. We think about words like trust, authority, reputation, PageRank,
high quality.” In spite of this, the rumors persist that Google favors large
brands in its search results.
Taken to its logical conclusion, if Google favors large brands the biggest
brands on the planet should have the largest share of voice in Google
organic search. Also, the sites with the most visibility in organic search
should be large brands, because the argument is that Google wants large
brands to succeed at the expense of smaller brands. When we examined
the natural search visibility of the top global brands of 2011 in early 2012,
we found something else entirely.
Methodology
To study this we looked at Interbrand’s Top Global Brands 2011 report and
pulled the organic data from SEMRush for each global brand. SEMRush is
a large database of search engine rankings and traffic for over 42 million
domains and 80 million keywords. They publish a rank for each domain
that’s based on the number of visitors coming from the first two pages of
the natural search results. Given that this metric involves the strength of a
domain, rather than just individual keywords, we feel it’s a better measure
of natural search visibility.
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The data was pulled from SEMRush on January 10, 2012 for 100 domains
associated with each of the top 100 global brands in Google US.
We then looked at the top 100 sites according to SEMRush to see if any of
the domains were large brands, Fortune 500 companies, enterprise
businesses, or companies who invested heavily in Google AdWords. To
determine enterprise businesses and small businesses, we used the US
standard of less than 250 employees for a small business and less than 500
for a midsize business, and took the employee count from public
company pages on Linkedin.
Results
Only 9 of the top 100 brands were also listed in SEMRush’s top 100 domains
(9% of total): Yahoo! (#3), Google (#4), Amazon.com (#5), Apple (#8),
eBay (#11), Microsoft (#16), Disney (#45), Adobe (#74) and MTV (#87).
Only 36 of the top 100 brands were within the first 1000 domains of
SEMRush’s ranked list (3% of total).
The range for the rank of the top 100 global brands was #3 for Yahoo! to
#251,000 for Nescafe.
The average SEMRush rank for the world’s top brands is 13,874 with a
median of 1,900.
The world’s top brand, Coca Cola, fared worse than many brands below
it, with a rank of 3,800. And Coca Cola has employed a full-time SEO
agency for years.
Looking at the results by sector, beverages fared the worst in terms of
natural search visibility, followed by Alcohol, FMCG and Financial Services.
The big winners are Internet Services companies like Yahoo!, Google,
Amazon and eBay, who have an average SEMRush Rank of 6, followed by
Computer Software and Electronics. 14 Electronics companies made the
list, with an average rank of 800.
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*indicates sectors with only one listing included in the top 100 global
brands list
61% of top 100 SEMRush domains are not companies in the Fortune 500.
This is similar to a late 2009 (post “Vince” change) study by Conductor,
which found that more than half of the Fortune 500 companies were
bidding on keywords because they have no natural search visibility for
those keywords organically.
91% of top domains are not top 100 global brands
89% are not associated with the top 10 AdWords advertisers, and 30% of
them don’t even buy AdWords
In terms of business classification by employee size, more than half (54%)
of the businesses listed in SEMRush’s list of the most visible domains in
Google natural search are large (between 500 and 1000 employees) or
enterprise businesses (more than 1000 employees by US standards).
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39% of the top 100 domains according to SEMRush are SMBs (Small to
Midsize Businesses), and 4% of the total had fewer than 10 employees.

Wikipedia is the top result in the list, with 3x the organic traffic of the
number 2 listing, Facebook. Wikipedia also appears for more keywords
than any other site on the Internet. Wikipedia is operated by a non-profit
called Wikimedia with 80 employees and $24.7 million in revenue ($6
million minus costs) for 2011. To put this in perspective, the #500 company
on the Fortune 500 had revenues 177 times larger than Wikimedia
Foundation in 2011. 80 employees by US standards constitute a small
business. Wikipedia is not a big business, nor is it a big brand by the
standards of those who measure top global brands.
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Figure 1 List of top 100 global brands along with data from SEMRush
indicating natural search visibility and advertising status
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Figure 2 List of top 100 domains according to natural search visibility along
with AdWords status, business size, etc.
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Conclusion
If Google is favoring brands in their search results, brands should fare a lot
better than the top 100 global brands are here. Given that only 9% of the
top global brands are ranking in a list of the top 100 most visible domains
in Google natural search, how can the other 91% not be ranking in this list,
if Google wants them to succeed and changes their algorithm to make
that happen?
Furthermore, if Google has written an algorithm to give preference to
“brands,” how would Google define brand, and what would fall outside
that list? If they used lists of global brands, top advertisers in Adwords, the
Fortune 500 or employee size of company, their algorithm isn’t working
correctly because many brands that don’t fall in any of these categories
are coming through in the search results. Instead, smaller brands who
don’t advertise in AdWords, have less than ten people in the company,
and aren’t in the Fortune 1000 are.
The chief proponent of this theory is Aaron Wall of SEOBook.com. Yet his
own brand, SEOBook, ranks on the first page for the general term [seo]. If
his theory were correct, Google would most certainly rank Wal-Mart
ahead of his site, as they do have content related to SEO on their site and
are eligible for the query. Would anyone argue that Wal-Mart, the number
one company on the Fortune 500, is a smaller brand than SEOBook? If
Google favors larger brands and Fortune 500 companies, Wal-Mart should
at least be ranking on the first page for this query.
The fact is, when you look at the most visible domains in natural search
and the biggest brands and businesses, as we have here, the two very
rarely match up. If big brands are routinely getting beat by much smaller
companies with smaller budgets, as the evidence shows, the question is,
why?
There are several possible explanations as to why this is happening. One is
that large brands are not necessarily investing in SEO to compete in
natural search with smaller, less-established brands. According to SEMPO’s
State of Search Marketing Report 2011, just under half of client-side
respondents (48%) are now spending either nothing (9%) or less than
$25,000 (39%) for SEO per year. The great majority of those spending less
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than $25,000 are organizations making more than $1 million per year.
Increased budget in SEO for larger organizations equates to more time
and resources allocated towards breaking down silos in the enterprise
that are often responsible for decreased rankings, which could result in
greater natural search visibility.
One possible explanation is that enterprise organizations have problems
that smaller brands don’t have when it comes to SEO. For example, many
large brands commonly build microsites for advertising purposes, build up
link equity through advertising to another domain, and then don’t
permanently redirect that domain to make their main domain more
competitive. For example, Chase.com is ranking in the SEMRush top 100,
even though the global brand is J.P. Morgan, and that domain is not
ranking well. Heineken’s link equity is also split between the domains
Heineken.com (#18,000) and HeinekenUSA.com (#177,000), which makes
each web site less competitive for high volume competitive terms. It’s also
common in enterprise organizations to divide website responsibilities
between different departments (e.g. IT and marketing, design and
development, etc.) without considering SEO, which affects decisions
across departments. Much of Enterprise SEO requires project
management and communication skills, rather than manual link building
activities, to achieve natural search rankings for the brand.
Another explanation is that Google is telling the truth when they say that
brand is not a ranking factor, but things like trust, authority, reputation,
PageRank and high quality are. All of the domains in SEMRush’s list can be
evaluated in terms of online authority, trust, reputation, etc. by measuring
shares, links, mentions, etc without unnecessarily complicating the issue by
introducing the concept of brand. And as we’ve shown in this
whitepaper, when you do introduce the concept of brand (along with
the related concepts of business and revenue size), it doesn’t help to
explain why certain sites are ranking over others.
So what should businesses do with this new information that brand doesn’t
seem to be a ranking factor currently?
First, if you represent a smaller brand you can feel good in the
understanding that you can still compete in Google Search against
organizations that have deeper pockets and more recognizable brands.
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The evidence shows that you need neither buy AdWords, nor be a Fortune
500 company, nor be a large company with many employees, nor be a
recognizable brand to rank well in Google organic search. If you focus on
building a site that provides value to users, and build your online
reputation to gain trust and authority, while following Google’s webmaster
guidelines, there’s nothing theoretically stopping you from getting a lot of
qualified traffic from Google natural search results.
In fact, as a small business or affiliate without a lot of resources at your
disposal, one of your primary advantages over larger brands is your ability
to move more quickly than enterprise organizations, who can take months
of reviews to make a simple change on their web sites. Ironically,
theorizing about Google’s alleged favoritism of large brands takes time
that’s not being used to implement changes to web sites on the fly.
Getting this time back can help smaller brands to regain this advantage
and outperform larger brands. Here are three more things affiliates and
smaller brands can do to get ahead of their larger competitors with
deeper pockets:
Build your brand. There are plenty of affiliate sites like SimplyRecipes.com
that provide great content and get navigational search volume and
brand mentions because of it, and these are two of the things that makes
them eligible for related brand links
Use ranking factors large brands won’t. Exact match domains rank very
well in Google right now and have for a while, yet large brands typically
won’t or can’t take advantage. Most large brands attempt to make their
main domain relevant instead of building up relevant content at exact
match domains, so this is an area where white hat affiliates can still
compete with larger brands.
Work on your business model. It can be argued that Groupon is an
affiliate site for local businesses, and Restaurant.com is an affiliate site to
help restaurants generate leads, as neither site has a product, but its
product is lead generation for other businesses. Yet both sites have fairly
recognizable brands and very successful business models because
consumers respond to them. Google doesn’t hate affiliates. They don’t
like thin affiliates because their users don’t like thin affiliates. If you’re
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building an affiliate model that’s based on providing value to Google’s
users, and not on manipulating the search results, Google will rank you.
However, you need a decent business model first, which too many
affiliates ignore.
If you represent a larger brand, you shouldn’t be complacent that Google
will rank you regardless of the content that you put forward or the
resources that you put into making your digital assets accessible,
authoritative and useful, just because you’re a large brand. Our research
shows that even some large brands that spend millions of dollars on
advertising, both online and offline still aren’t doing well in natural search.
Hiring an SEO could help to prioritize natural search initiatives in such an
organization, but given that several of the top brands without natural
search visibility do have in-house or agency SEOs, even that isn’t a surefire
way of achieving the same kind of natural search results as smaller sites
with smaller budgets.
Here are three more simple things large brands can do in the absence of
Google favoritism to help them compete in natural search results:
Use words people are searching for. Many large companies optimize
vanity terms or marketing speak for the benefit of the CEO rather than
optimize for terms that their audience is using when looking for the
company’s product. It may make the CEO happy in the short term to
show up on non-competitive terms she thinks represent the brand, but it
would make most CEOs even happier to increase revenues by getting a
lot of qualified traffic from relevant keywords your audience actually uses.
The free AdWords Keyword Tool or Google Insights for Search are two of
the best tools for finding such searches.
Don’t handicap your site. Too many large brands have agencies building
microsites that build up a lot of link equity through offline advertising, and
then squander that link equity by taking the site offline. Permanent
redirects at the end of campaigns are a way to transfer the link equity to
the brand’s main domain and make it competitive in natural search. A
better way to make it competitive? Build the microsite on the site’s main
domain and use permanent redirects for vanity domains used during
advertising. There are a number of issues like this that affect large brands
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but not small ones. The way to catch them before they become
problems…?
Make SEO a priority from the CEO. The larger the organization, the more
groups that are going to be working toward more, sometimes different
goals. The design and usability group may prefer a visual experience
without text, but such an experience has less information for readers of
long copy and search engines that process textual keywords to
determine relevance. This group, if they aren’t search engine savvy, may
suggest a workaround where the text appears to the search engines but
not to the users, and this is a way to get the site removed from search
engines altogether. Other groups might not be thinking about search
engines at all when designing web content, and the changes they make
could unintentionally hurt your brand’s search engine rankings. The best
way to control all of these groups is to have them know that SEO is a
priority for the company, and that any changes made to the web site or
other digital assets should first go through the group that is responsible for
SEO to ensure compatibility with the company’s natural search objectives.
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